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Topic Overview 

● How hearing Loss can cause lifestyle changes.

● Step’s individuals with hearing loss and their families can take, to help with 

communication.

● Setting realistic goals. 



Hearing Loss

In order to understand changes in lifestyle we first must understand why these changes occur. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=az-5MSiXMGU&ab_channel=hearingaidsindia 

1 minute video of hear loss and anatomy.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=az-5MSiXMGU&ab_channel=hearingaidsindia


Polling Question

1. How often does someone start a conversation with you from another room?

a. Often

b. Sometimes

c. Never



Typical Lifestyle changes 

1
Avoidance: crowds, restaurants, 
conversations with people who are difficult 
to understand. 

2
Dominate the conversation: When 
speaking, not allowing the other party to 
participate. 

3
Agreement without understanding: Just 
nodding or saying yes although what was 
said is unclear. 

4
Speaking abnormally “loud”: this is of 
course subjective but is due to one's own 
inability to regulate volume of voice. 



Polling Question

1. How often do you nod or agree without fulling understanding what was said?

a. Often

b. Sometimes

c. Never



So what can you do if you are noticing 
these changes in yourself or your 
significant other?



First step is to have your hearing evaluated. 
Once evaluated and hearing loss is determined, then, depending on the type of loss, amplification may be 
necessary. 

Is a hearing device going to solve all of your communication problems? NO!

Hearing devices are an amazing technology that helps individuals to communicate but they do not give:

Superhuman Hearing!



1. Make sure to get person's attention prior to saying what is important. 

2. Avoid talking  from another room or starting a conversation and then leaving the 

room.

3. Restaurants : avoid eating at peak times 11:30 - 1  and 5 - 6:30. Choose/ request a 

corner booth. 

4. Church/ meeting rooms: attempt to sit near the front or near the speaker system

a. T-coil to loop system for direct access to sound via hearing devices 



Polling Question

2. How often do people mention that you “aren’t listening” to them.

a. Often

b. Sometimes

c. Never



Realistic Goals with amplification
A lot of these goals are based on severity of hearing loss, technology limitations, and prescriptive gain of 
amplification. 

01    |    Talking one on one 

02    |    Good conversation when both parties are listening and engage with each other. 

03    |    Hearing environmental sounds that are healthy for the brain 

04    |   Hearing your own voice

05    |    Recognize when someone is speaking to you.



Thank you.



Questions?


